PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: Beretta ARX100 5.56mm.

HAZARD DESCRIPTION: During the ARX100’s extensive development testing, design improvements were made to the barrel extension. Due to an error in parts supply, there is a risk that some un-improved barrel extensions were assembled on to a very small number of rifles. Because of this risk, we are asking all ARX100 owners to check their ARX100 to make sure that it meets the required design specification. If the barrel extension is not replaced the barrel lugs might break, which could pose a safety hazard to the person firing the rifle. We request that you inspect and verify that you have the correct barrel extension as soon as possible.

SAFETY FIRST - BEFORE INSPECTING— clear your rifle per the operator manual and ensure there is no ammunition in the rifle or magazine. Disassemble the rifle so that you can inspect the barrel assembly (refer to operator manual pp. 12)

2 STEP INSPECTION PROCESS:

STEP 1 - Ensure that you have the proper feed ramps. (SEE FIGURE 1)

If your ARX100 barrel extension looks like the one on the left (RED) then you have a bad barrel extension and you should contact Beretta Customer Service immediately (800) 237-3882. EXT 2003